CCNMTL IS A PARTNER OF THE 2009 OPEN VIDEO CONFERENCE

New York – June 15, 2009. CCNMTL staff will participate, present, and organize events at the Open Video Conference to be hosted at New York University on June 19-20. The Conference, which brings together academics, lawyers, content creators, programmers, and entrepreneurs, hopes to raise public interest and awareness toward developing a community-defined set of best practices in online video.

As an official partner organization of the Open Video Conference, CCNMTL collaborated with the Open Video Alliance to develop topics for the “Open Video Practices in Education” panel and to organize a meet-up centered on open video in education. Throughout the Conference, CCNMTL staff will discuss the various uses of teaching and learning tools for video clipping, annotation, and citation that have been used in Columbia University courses.

As online video use becomes more widespread on Columbia University’s campuses, CCNMTL is taking ambitious steps to meet and welcome its use in the classroom. With the release of Columbia on iTunes U last fall, and the coming release of Columbia’s hub on YouTube this fall, the Center continues to provide faculty and instructors with guidance, tools, and best practices to help them create course-related materials for distribution and learning.

About the Columbia Center for New Media Teaching and Learning (CCNMTL)
The Columbia Center for New Media Teaching and Learning was founded at Columbia University in 1999 to enhance teaching and learning through the purposeful use of new media. In partnership with faculty, the Center supports efforts ranging from basic course website management to advanced project development. CCNMTL also extends the scope and reach of its work with strategic initiatives that engage educators, researchers, librarians, partner institutions, and the community in the reinvention of education for the digital age. For more information, please visit http://ccnmtl.columbia.edu.
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